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Mental Math

Contestant 1

1. Solve for x: two x plus seven equals three x minus ninety-three.

2. Let x equal the square of two-thousand thirteen. Let y equal the product of two-thousand
twelve and two-thousand fourteen. What is x minus y?

3. Let y equal x plus two. If five to the x equals three, what is the value of five to the y?

4. What is the slope of a line that is perpendicular to the line that passes through the points:
negative twelve comma one, and thirteen comma negative four?

5. Cube A has side length two, and cube B has side length x. What is the smallest integral
value of x such that the volume of cube B is at least thirty times the volume of cube A?

Contestant 2

6. If the square root of x is eight, and the cube root of y is four, what is the fourth root of the
product of x and y?

7. What is the smallest integer n such that n factorial is a seven-digit number?

8. The binomial two x plus three is raised to the fourth power. In the resulting simplified
expansion, what is the coefficient of the x squared term?

9. Let d be the number of diagonals in a polygon with two-thousand thirteen sides. What is the
remainder when d is divided by one hundred?

10. An ellipse has equation x squared plus four y squared equals one. What is the sum of the
lengths of the ellipse’s major and minor axes?

Contestant 3

11. A regular hexagon has side length two. Find the square of its area.

12. If two x plus two y equals fourteen, and if one-half x minus one-half y equals five, what is the
value of x squared minus y squared?

13. The number “one two three four” in base six is equal to what number in base ten?

14. The product of two to the twentieth power and five to the tenth power contains how many
zeros?

15. Two fair standard six-sided dice are rolled. What is the probability that the product of the
numbers rolled is prime? Give your answer as a reduced fraction.
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16. If x plus y is twenty, and x times y is thirteen, what is x squared plus y squared?

17. Chords AB and CD of a circle intersect at point P inside the circle. If AP equals two, BP
equals twelve, and CP equals three, what is DP?

18. If x to the x is thirty, and y to the y is two-hundred and sixty, compute the product of the
integer closest to x and the integer closest to y.

19. In a regular octagon, there are x degrees in each interior angle, and there are d diagonals.
Compute x plus d.

20. Let S be the set of arrangements of the four letters A, B, C, and A. If an element of S is
randomly selected, what is the probability that the A’s are consecutive? Give your answer as
a reduced fraction.


